SALT
FACTS
Salt has been
on the table for
hundreds of
years, preserving
fish and meat
and enhancing
flavours in
our food.
In the right amounts, salt is a vital
part of our diet, controlling fluid in
the body and the way your muscles
and nerves work. But food today
already contains an average of
75% of our recommended daily
intake of salt, so monitoring the
salt we add to this is important.
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So, do you take
all the advice
with a pinch
of, well, salt?
Beware because
our favourite
flavour enhancer
has the power
to wreak havoc
on our bodies.
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The body works by using salt to control
the liquid we retain: the higher the
salt intake, the more water we retain.
That’s why we get thirsty when we
have eaten very salty foods, as fluids
help process salt in the kidneys.
There has been a lot of research
that suggests diets high in salt
can cause high blood pressure,
strokes and osteoporosis, and salt
lurks in around 14,000 products.
But it’s not all bad – in hot water it
can ease sprained joints, in Japan
it wards off evil spirits and was until
recently the currency of Ethiopia.

